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“
Az—”

You’re about to answer but you stop yourself. Do you really want to join this 
world, a world you were only just forced into? You don’t even know what’s to 

be gained by staying, or why this world is necessarily “better” than the one you were 
in. Sure, your life may have been controlled to some degree according to this mysteri-
ous person, but had you not known that wouldn’t you have just lived on, peacefully 
and without a care in the world?

“What’s wrong? Have you got an answer?”

The very source of your anxiety has noticed that you’ve stopped staring at the news-
paper. Unsure of what to say, you reply with not the answer, but with questions.

“W-who are you? A-a-and what is the purpose of all this?”

You stutter as you try to back away, but there is nowhere to run.

“We call ourselves [pi], the pioneers of tomorrow. We aim for a better future by push-
ing the boundaries of what’s possible, to break free from the limits of this universe. 
Take a look outside.”

The stranger gestures towards a wall which momentarily confuses you as you see 
nothing there but a plain, flat surface. However, as you approach you notice a door-
knob poking out, and soon after that a faint rectangular outline. It appears that there 
was a door here all along, but it blended so well in with the surrounding wall that you 
failed to notice it in your panic.

You give the doorknob a twist and peek outside, bewildered at the sight. The colours 
of the world are bright, and you notice that you can see a lot further than usual. Is this 
what the outside world is like? You find your own rhetorical question strange, since 
up until a few moments ago you hadn’t even considered the existence of an outside 
world.

“Seems bizarre to you, doesn’t it? Sometimes even we wonder whether such a world 
is indeed ‘normal’, whatever that means. But be as it may be, the rules and observa-
tions that make up the laws of physics in this world are... consistent.”
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“But just like you were controlled to some extent by us, we too have been questioning 
whether there is some external force that is manipulating us as well. It seems almost 
impossible to find out, but that is what we have been striving for. We started this proj-
ect to find out and we need your help.”

Could there possibly be more to the universe than these two worlds you’re now aware 
of? Part of you desperately wants to return home to the world of pocket monsters, but 
the thought that it was all an illusion shatters you. Another part of you is itching for 
adventure, to solve the mysteries of the universe and find out what’s truly out there, 
but fear of the unknown world holds you back.

The stranger waits patiently as you mull over the options and finally come to a con-
clusion.

“I’m... sorry. I can’t just abandon the world I was in, even if I know it was all just a 
creation. There’s too much I miss about that world already.”

The stranger forms a look of despondence. After a brief pause they utter,

“That’s... perfectly understandable. There is much to do in that world after all.”

“If you wish to return, Mezza will be able to take you back. Mezza has been our 
helper after all, in addition to being yours. We promise that we won’t interfere any 
more and you will finally be able to truly act as you wish — no more saving and the 
simulation will just continue on. But if you would ever like to return and explore our 
world with us, there’s an old man named Pluff you can talk to...”

You thank the stranger and sling the backpack over your shoulder, ready to leave with 
Mezza when...

“Here, take this. It’ll serve as proof that you were once here.”

The stranger hands you an oddly shaped instrument which you’ve never seen before 
but know the name of. It appears that they knew you had the answer after all. You hop 
onto Mezza with the instrument to your mouth.

“Take care.”

The stranger waves as you take to the skies, performing a soft tune as you make your 
way home with a newfound understanding of the world...
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